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Boxes→–2→×12→Donuts
Boxes→×12→–24→Donuts

Distributing Multiplication
Every time that I multiply or divide in a math problem, I am changing what sort of
thing I am talking about. So, for example, if there are twelve donuts in a box, I
multiply by twelve to convert boxes to donuts, or divide by twelve to convert donuts to boxes.

This means that if there is some sort of addition going on as well, it matters
whether it happens before or after the multiplication. If I subtract two before I
multiply by twelve in the donuts example, I am subtracting two boxes; if I
were subtracting after the multiplication, I would have to subtract twenty four, the number of donuts in two
boxes, to have the same effect.

What we have here is a more complete version of the distributive property, the rule that said that I can swap
the order of a negation and an addition if I negate the addition. In order to make it more general, we should
say that to shift an additive operation forward through a multiplicative operation, I have to apply that
operation to it, and to shift it backwards, I have to undo that operation. Here, "additive" operations also
include subtraction (adding a negative number), and "multiplicative" operations also include division
(multiplying by a fraction) and negation (multiplying by -1).

This process will eventually become second nature to you when you are simplifying mathematical expressions,
but it is important to remember why it works: because the multiplication changes what sort of thing I am
talking about, a change made to one thing is equivalent to a different amount of change in the other.

. 1 Simplify each of the following using the distributive property.

→+4→×2→–6→

→–4→÷2→+3→×2→–1→

. 2 I bought some number of cases of milk, but two cases fell out of the truck and the milk jugs burst. When
I unpacked what was left, there were nine milk jugs per case. I immediately set aside seven jugs for
making pudding; the rest were open to be used. Each jug contained eight cups of milk. The next
morning, I used five cups of milk to make pancakes.

a) Write out, as a series of operations, what has happened here. A clever way to think it out would be to
identify what I am multiplying by to convert from one type of thing to another, and then figure out
where each subtraction belongs based on what sort of thing is being subtracted.

b) Simplify your function. How many cups do I have left in total if I got four cases?



. 3 a) Write me a function representing each of the two graphs above.

b) Show me how to combine your two functions into one and simplify it. Then, draw it on the third
graph. You can check you work by trying out something like A = -2 and seeing if the result the first two
graphs give you is the same as the new one you drew.

. 4 a) Write me a function representing each of the two graphs above.

b) Show me how to combine your two functions into one and simplify it. Then, draw it on the third
graph. You answer will involve fractions, so be careful of how you think about drawing it.


